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I propose a re ection on nature in a spiritual, aesthetic and existential relationship.
I try to contemplate the sublime, the sacred of the natural world, as a great ancestral home.
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Everything is landscape. Humanity is part of this system and depends on it to exist.

on stars
evandro angerami

They are quite bigger than us!
It is said some are so far from us, that when it’s light comes to Earth, they have ceased to exist for a long time…
And that human life is so small, almost nothing, to appreciate in this time scale.
They ceased to exist as stars, yet still exist as light, from stars that are gone, to travel through space.
A star dies when it explodes. And, in this explosion, other things are formed, and among so many, are the metals we know.
So, part of the gold we have today on Earth, was formed in star explosions, whose light traveled in eternity, in the endless space.
This is how I understand gold, as a fragment of stars, as a fragment of that which turned into light in the space. Endless.
Here, on Earth, the blue planet, an native-american looks up. In the high Rio Negro, Brazil, the natives Tukanos watch the celestial bodies,
the stars, and the light of those that have ceased to exist as such, that have become gold, that traveled through time, light!
The dry leaf falls in the forest’s moist oor. The bioluminescent fungi, that is born in it, shines the way. The shinning way is a mirror of the sky.
And the sky is a mirror of its own way, to be trailed in this live amalgam of star things that exist and cease to exist, that travel through the
Peixe azul. 2016. Nanquim sobre papel. 70 x 50 cm

endless space, in the endless time, and that are light sources, pure.
Iridescent are the gold sheets when bathed in sunlight. Setting stars. Shut in silence of space.
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Time. Light and silence.

paisagem viva | living landscape

Place and time are completely interconnected.
Everything here therefore speaks to us of space.
But what space is it about?

Instalação Auto-retratoIII [Installation Self Portrait II]. 2021. Charred wood, graphite and 23k gold. 65 x 170 x 5 cm [25,6 x 66,9 x 1,9 inches].

Instalação Auto-retrato II [Installation Self Portrait II]. 2020. Charred wood, oil paint. Suggested mounting dimension: 330 x 110 x 10 cm [102.4 x 118.1 x 3,9 inches].

Instalação Auto-retrato II

Auto-Retrato I. [Self Portrait I]. 2020.

Auto-Retrato IV [Self Portrait IV]. 2020.

Digital printing (1:5 print run). 76 x 57 cm [29,9 x 22,5 inches].

Digital printing (1:5 print run). 57 x 86 cm [22,5 x 33,8 inches].

Digital printing (2:5 print run). 86 x 57 cm [33,8 x 22,5 inches].

2020. Paisagem-Viva [Living-landscape]. Video. 4’10’’.

2020. JARDIMdeINVERNO [WINTERgarden]. Video. 1’20’’.

https://vimeo.com/manage/490404807/general

https://vimeo.com/manage/490406884/general

multiple bodies: the registered surroundings, the artist, the photography equipment. Moreover, these
self-portraits soar themselves now from the home/studio of Angerami validating this transforming

Some of the operations connected to the modern art, especially those from constructive actions that

operational continuity of the private experience and/or collective and legitimizing of the relevance of

activate from the body and landscape approach, nature and the literal spatial displacements and the

the paintings and images, both as masterpieces: paintings, installations, video installations, digital

transmuted in sensory networks, from the technical operations metaphor starting points, de ne the

ngerprints, sculptures etc.

exposure project of the artist Evandro Angerami.
The artist articulates a sensory confrontation when it changes the context of the register (the digital ngerprints,

The landscape approached here as multiple bodies – and vice-versa – that as sensory receptacles

the re and smoke videos) or the “real” material from that scene or scenes – such as the wooden stumps,

build themselves as counterpoints from the images, in this contemporary imperative of seeing and

rocks and demolition remainings (from the series Archipelago, 2020) with drawings on them or on the walls of

preserving them from the relentless density of the substance and the enigma of the contemporary

the architectonic space itself, the paintings and/or a combination of them, or even in the spatial and technic

artist, that among other discourses bring up alertness and concern for thesurroundings and the

dislocation themselves that the artist carries through to build these new scenarios that invade and change the

context that we habit and, also, in the art-nature and art-life aspects.

reality of the architectural space preceding of coexistence and labor from a domestic context now in a
receptacle expanded as ART.

Angerami implants projective circularity operations that transits from the un-landscape and when
invading with bodies as multiple receptacles, that load and dialogue in the changeability of the
di erences to build the visual manifests that vetoes the spatial and conceptual traditions, it
propitiates the construction of solid expanded visual compendiums, asymptomatic from the volatile
transience of the sensory spectrum of modern art, not with the a ections but from di erent contexts.

Including, the transgressing discourse of Angerami as an active social agent to sharpen with the tools of a visual
artist committed to a critical positioning, a warning to preserving nature and human beings.

As one can observe in the video (Winter Garden 2020) in the winter garden of the construction, whether in
birds in the garden of the studio or the insertion itself of the burned stumps in a natural context as in protocollages to elicit, with the installation Live-landscape, one re ection on the necessity of preservation of nature.

Therefore, the landscape here shows itself as a living nerve that twists itself in latent vibrations;

Activated the exhibition, the modalities and contemporary artistic agents through the absorbing variations of the

sensory movements that implant themselves and isolate in a changeable distancing from the plural

proposed esthetical discourses, from the verticality of the architectural spaces to the visual cuts that expand to

interpretations that heightens. Revealing a technical domain and gradual discursive intensi cation of

mix, sew and irradiate themselves, directionless, nd itself in stimulating counterpoints of a mutable, tensionable

the conceptual and/or spatial entanglements, the artist “contorts” since his self-portraits, the

and potent artistic installation… in times of isolationism.

interpretative literality of the romantic prevalence of the pictorial, for instance.
Andrés I. M. Hernández

Thus, the photography records of the series Self-portraits, 2020, here as digital ngerprints of a
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natural invaded context and adequate to a pertinent cartography that behaves as self-portraits of
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counterpoints from the landscape

Curator
Sao Paulo, Spring, 2020

ícones sem história | icons without history

The living magnetized in an object.
Or the ability to sublimate the matter of nature.

Pássaro #21 [bird #21]. 2022. Oil and 23k gold on wood.
27,5 x 10 x 5 cm [10.8 x 3,9 x 1,9 inches].

Pássaro #25 [bird #25]. 2022. Oil and 23k gold on wood.
27,5 x 10 x 5 cm [10.8 x 3,9 x 1,9 inches].

Pássaro #7 [bird #7]. 2021. Oil, 23k gold and graphite on wood.
23,5 x 13 x 2 cm [9,25 x 5,1 x 0,8 inches].

Sem título #27 [untitled #27]. 2022. Oil and 23k gold on linen.
35 x 25 cm [13.77 x 9.84 inches].

Sem título #29 [untitled #29]. 2022. Oil and 23k gold on linen.
35 x 25 cm [13.77 x 9.84 inches].

Sem título #30 [untitled #30]. 2022. Oil and 23k gold on linen.
35 x 25 cm [13.77 x 9.84 inches].

Pássaro #3 [bird #3]. 2021. Oil, 23k gold and graphite on wood. 13,5 x 11 x 4,5 cm [5.3 x 4,3 x 1,8 inches].

icons without history - a dance between matter and light

The residency at the Art Institute of Siena (Italy, 2022) is an opportunity for Angerami to deepen her
artistic research by developing the series Icons without historia.
The process of elaboration of this work evolves by combining images of a powerful nature,
experienced by the artist in Brazil, with the iconography and techniques of medieval and
Renaissance painting, observed live in Italy.

These icons don't evoke a narrative, they don't have a story to tell.
Most birds appear against a background without representation, they are not contextualized in a
landscape - but the complexity of the landscapes is transposed and condensed in the multiple
facets of their iridescent feathers. The in nite diversity of the landscapes, which range from the tiny
strips of grass to the immensity of the sky, from the softness of a feather moved by the wind, to the
light touch of clouds that slide quickly on the horizon, everything is integrated in the overlapping of

Angerami evokes Christian icons that recount the events of sacred texts in frescoes and ancient
paintings, in a simple way: that of visual narration. However, he transposes the spell of sacred
images into the context of the living world, that of birds. Those who inhabit the connecting space
between earth and heaven become the symbol of this sacralization.
The coronation does not allude to the veneration of a god, elevated and separate from man. On the
contrary, the eyes of the birds, turned directly towards the spectator, seem to question him, to ask
him for respect, a sign of gratitude for this system of cosmic connections, of which humanity is only
a small fragment, an ephemeral parenthesis in the cycle of life.

pictorial strata that Angerami brings to until then.
These icons don't evoke a narrative, they don't have a story to tell. They are timeless icons.
Because time does not exist, there is only the existent that in nitely changes and transforms into
another existent.
In a process of progressive elaboration, Angerami visibly immerses himself in the environment that
surrounds him, seeking to condense in her work the spirituality and vitality of an ancestral nature. A
sensitive approach, where the delicate touch of the brush represents the last passage of a vortex of
energies that animate the cosmos and, passing through the body and soul of the artist, materialize
in the material of the painting.

If the use of gold that surrounds the birds elevates the images to the divine dimension, it also
constitutes a material element, a fragment of cosmic matter derived from the explosion of stars,
millions of years ago. Thus, this luminosity of the gold that emerges from it carries in the painting a
materiality that goes beyond our time. The artist dances between matter and light.

Giulia Pagnetti
Art curator
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Siena, 2022

territórios existenciais

| existential territories

Montanha primordial quietude
[Primordial mountain stillness].
2020.
Oil, graphite and 23K gold on
linen.
130 x 200 cm
[51,2 x 78,8 inches].

ê

é

Prog nie, o encontro do
c u e da terra [Progeny,
the meeting of heaven
and earth].
2021.
Oil, graphite and 23k gold
on canvas.
170 x 133 cm
[66,9 x 52,4 inches].

Montanha sagrada do
equilíbrio
[Sacred Mountain of
Balance].
2019.
Oil, graphite and 23k gold
on canvas.
225 x 130 cm
[88,5x 51,2 inches].

Corpo, comunidade,
casa e cosmos
[Body, community,
home and cosmos].
2020.
Oil, graf ti, 23K gold,
linen, concrete and
Chinese ink.
187 x 230 x 7 cm
[73,6 x 90,5 x 2,7
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inches].

Noite imemorial

[And then I embarked on the ancestral future].
2021. Oil on canvas. Details.

E então embarquei no futuro ancestral
[And then I embarked on the ancestral
future].
2021.
Oil on canvas.
220 x 130 cm
[Diptych. 86,8 x 51,2 inches].

O mundo por trás do mundo.

By using a leaf of gold and oil paint, Angerami tries to reach the highest peak of his production.
Mario da Silva Brito, in his Diálogo intemporal (Timeless Dialogue), points out that “the modern
men lost his pleasure in silence”. This sentence becomes more stimulating when related to
visual arts, because there aren’t few who always hope to nd in paintings and art installations

A realm of images and beaches that do not contain people, in which sand dialogues with
some vegetation and the sky, sometimes shown with stars that, in white or revealing the
canvas background itself, create atmospheres of observation and consonant balance.

an explosive and expressionist view of reality, having di culty in coping with those works that
stimulate the being inwardness.
In the second act of Winter’s tale, Shakespeare wrote that “The silence often of pure
innocence/ Persuades when speaking fails”. Evandro Angerami’s work obtain this result. His
The artist that can transfer to his work a feeling of silence and wide breathing wins a challenge.
Builds, by means of visual arts, a production that communicates a feeling of inner
meaningless, that ful lls itself in the moment that the painting is seen, revealing a process of

search for the poetic of silence and for the esthetics of the purest possible breathing recovers,
in each painting, the pleasure of creating and stimulates the observer to bend himself over his
values, questioning the meaning of art and life.

visual ripening and a control when conjugating several images.
In order to do that, the silence that his paintings create in the contemplation act constitute a
Evandro Angerami paintings reach exactly this dialogue with silence, thanks to his skills when
working with wide areas, in which the land and the sky connect themselves so that they form a
landscape that stimulate re ection and prompts a passage to a new dimension.

The reached result is the crystallization of a process of constructing his work, which includes
an un nished biology course, sculpture studies, bachelor in visual arts by the Faculdade de
Belas Artes and studies in the Rubens Matuck and Aldemir Martins studios.

subtle teaching: that great art does not necessarily need noise to be created or seen, being,
when honest, generally, the result of a lack of noise, living in between before and after the
creative process.

When the result of this breathing that the painter gives himself, the works that contemplate one
artist, as is the case of Angerami’s paintings, not only the have quality, but the lyricism of that
the artist can do with his sensibility, more and more perfected when added to the technical
resources learned during his career.

Angerami, born in São Paulo in 1979, has already received an honorable mention on his
illustration from Cornell University, inNew York, USA, country which he has already shown his
work, paintings of cities. Subsequently, he immersed in a universe of technique, material and
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image estimation, as artistic and existential proceeding.

language - which enables communication. However, the problem also arises from this method: how can

by Paulo Gallina

we have any degree of certainty that two people refer to the same thing when we are dealing with what
The painter Evandro Angerami paints weightless bodies. Entire mountains formed by the matter of

cannot be pointed out? Because each one feels the love, the hate or the hope, isolated inside their skin.

clouds, a kind of view that could only exist in a painting. The distortion of the look, however, serves as a

How to enunciate what cannot be shown? It seems to be in this small blind corner of communication

research arc as the punctuation serves the text.

that Evandro Angerami works, looking for clarity in objects of obtuse glance.

At the beginning of his research, Evandro claimed to seek, through his images, the silence of days. A
counterpoint, perhaps, to the daily bustle of today. From nature, the painter draws the landscape. The

Like the Venetian Titian Vecellio, Evandro Angerami seeks in the vision the ability to apprehend from the

sky, the sea or the wide view of elds were portrayed in ink on canvas. The contemplative landscape,

world's hard matter whatever animates things to the movement. The lightness of the landscapes, thus,

added to the search for a visuality that is also contemplative, demonstrates the painter's interest in a

re ects on the relationship between the will of the subjects who look to inhabit the painted skies and the
mountains without a body.

eeting quality: presence.
Being present in the world means facing the diverse: relating to what is alien to you. From the presence,

Almost as if the artist saw in the presence before his canvases an indication of the will that is not limited

the quality of what can be learned from the surroundings arises. Evandro's paintings, little by little, began

by biology. After all, the materialistic canon of modern humanities does not take into account the

to communicate with his observers in detail. Techniques, new and old, reinvented to talk about what lls

presence or possibility of the presence of a spirit. Just like the Venetian painter, Evandro Angerami

the humanity of each body.

searches in bodies for what makes them alive.

A certain spirituality is involved in this body of ethereal research on the tactile relationship between

Why do bodies move? To answer this question that may sound silly, Evandro Angerami empowers

people and their surroundings. Thus, what used to be landscape, became an abstract body of colors in

himself with the responsibility of showing that the human will, when immersed in nature becomes part of

relation to composition. As if the artist no longer tried to portray what is visible, Evandro Angerami started

a larger movement, while when immersed in culture it is enhanced.

to treat painting for what it is: the relationship between colors and forms.
This is the will of this exhibition project, to reveal to its visitors that the exercise of becoming human is not
Without denying the material of the world, but starting from it, the painter incorporated the gold leaf into

individual, but collective. After all, as the Portuguese writer Valter Hugo Mãe says in his text on

his materials. The brilliance of the precious metal, interacts within the composition and, moreover, makes

dehumanization:

it telluric what once exploited an amorphous sensation looking for a body in the world. Perhaps another
"- Your humanity is not exactly contained in you, Halla. ”

way of putting this research is as follows:
As Austrian philosopher Ludwigg Wittgenstein puts it, human communication is largely enunciative. This
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implies that everything that can be pointed out objectively can be easily contemplated by the cipher of
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the essence of the world

MÃE, Valter Hugo. Dehumanization. Rio de Janeiro: Blue Library, 2017.

cartas para o amanhã | letters for tomorrow

Cartas para o amanhã
[Letters for tomorrow]. 2017.
Ink on paper.
22 x 14 cm
[28,6 x 5,5 inches each].

Cartas para o amanhã [Letters for tomorrow]. 2019. Concrete and ink. Detail.

Cartas para o amanhã [Letters for tomorrow]. 2019. Concrete and 23k gold.
10 x 39 x 4 cm [3,9 x 15,3 x 1,6 inches].

Where are my mountains?
The question is, are we these stone landscapes?
Or, how do we understand ourselves based on what is not human?

Cartas para o amanhã [Letters for tomorrow]. 2019. Concrete, 23 gold and ink. 15 x 10 x 5 cm [5,9 x 0,8 x 1,9 inches].

Instalação Cartas para o amanhã
[Installation Letters for tomorrow].
2019.
Concrete, 23k gold and ink.
330 x 350 x 8 cm
[130 x 138 x 2,3 inches].

Paisagens humanas [Human’s landscapes]. 2019. Video. 2’27’’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6wMo_wpzLKs&feature=youtu.be

The artist transmutes his / her models into an undeniable part of nature, a philosophical line long

Doralina R. Carvalho e Paulo Gallina.

abandoned in the western world. As if trying to remind those who question him that cities and roads
can be unnatural; the bodies of the people, however, are inescapably part of nature. Perhaps that is
“It creates from our ecosystem a new world, whose processes and objects are so

why, even, drawings on concrete and stone are not enough for the installation as a whole. That no

absolutely foreign to us - a world that works through radical mirroring actions, and

matter how arti cial the contemporary ways of life are, human beings never escape the matter that

remains hidden in so many other ways, without delivering the foundations of its

makes up nature. Because, after all, human beings are their bodies and not what inhabits them. Thus,

otherness when it becomes what it faces. (...) Imagine that this communication

this project denies the use of an individual's possessive pronoun towards his body, almost stating: “I

sometimes gives a sense of strangeness to the landscape due to the narcissism of

am the body, this body is not mine to be inhabited”.

our human gaze, but that this is only part of the natural world here. (...) Our
instruments are useless; our methodology is defective; our motivations, sel sh ”.

In order to fully present his argument, the artist's drawings, on test tests, are also added. Pen on

Je Vandermeer 1

paper reconstructing animals with line and dream. After all, who can deny that “we are made of the
stu that dreams are made of; our little life is surrounded by sleep 2 ” ? Animals that could very well be

Against the demolition concrete sky a mountain looms. When looking closely, however, the silhouette

the personi cation of people in archetypes or self-images printed in matter. As if it were possible, a

resembles and is human. The delicate tracing subverts both the genre of the portrait - of images of or

being metamorphose into what he imagines to be his mirror, Evandro breeds birds and all sorts of sea

with the human being (s) - and the genre of the landscape - of images of nature, untouched or not by

animals.

humanity. Cli

walls, intermediate plateaus or plains rising to the heights within human gures,

constructed by parallel lines through small spaces on the hard material of concrete: allegories for the

Finally, in the whole of the installation, the video Human Landscapes (2019), with its four or ve dry

act of observing or the habit of breathing itself?

cuts separating common scenes from a work

3

shot in sequence shots. Allegorical representations of

the trivial metropolitan urban landscape built by inventive human action applied by skill, taken for
Lines do not always need to shape words to participate in communication. In Evandro Angerami's

banal, in the hands of bricklayers. Finally, ending with a look at the storm skies of a particularly

human Landscapes, the lines of the drawing make individuals made of esh, bone and dreams in

turbulent day of 2019 when the inhabitants of the “wild Paulicéia 4 ”, on any given afternoon, saw the

hard mountains seen against what is supposed to be the heavens. Where are the mountains,

day turn into night, supposedly, due to the sum of storm clouds with the black clouds of the Amazon

anyway? In the eye you observe or in the construction from the gures? Working with concrete stones

res.

with drawings and subtle interventions in gold, the artist reconstructs a kind of ancestral memory
attached to his experiences. A memory, like any other, built by a set of trials and errors, pains and
joys, irreconcilable powers and acceptances.
Treating the living as a small particle capable of containing the force that raised the mountains to the
edge of the clouds, Angerami reminds the public that, because we are human - small and insigni cant
-; in view of the immeasurable immensity of the universe, we are still able to aspire to a balance
between our desires and comforts and a communal well-being divided among all creatures living
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storm skies

1.
2.
3.
4.

VANDERMEER, Je . Aniquilação. Sao Paulo: Intrínseca, 2014. Pages 192 to 1941
SHAKESPEARE, William. The storm. São Paulo: L&PM Pocket, 2002. Character: Prosper, act IV, scene I
In this case, the house under renovation belongs to the artist. But this word was chosen for its ambiguity in this context.
Expression coined by the poet Mario de Andrade in his text Paulicéia Desvairada.ANDRADE, Mário. Paulicéia wild. Jandira: Ciranda Cultural, 2017

paisagens urbanas | urban landscapes

the landscape at landscape scale

Mural as a cult image

latent force

that resists
to erasure
from existence.

Intervenção Urbana [Urban intervention]. 2017. 280 x 560 cm [110,2 x 220,5 inches]. New York, USA.

Intervenção Urbana [Urban intervention]. 2016. 200 x 700 cm [78,8 x 275,6 inches]. Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Evandro Angerami
Sao Paulo, SP - 1979
Lives and works in Sao Paulo
Master in Fine Arts at New York University, visual artist and art educator, understands art and education as agents of transformation in the same continuous process within society.
The artist's poetic axis is based on concepts such spirituality, identity, nature and ecology. His work is divided between the studio and outdoor activities, often with local and
indigenous Brazilian communities.
Angerami uses drawing, painting, sculpture-installation, printmaking, video, photography and urban interventions to support his research.
Education
2007-09 Master in Fine Arts. New York University. USA.
2005-06 Degree in Visual Arts. Belas Artes University of Sao Paulo. Brazil.
2000-02 Bacharelor degree in Visual Arts . Belas Artes University of Sao Paulo. Brazil.
1998 -2001 - Biology degree (not completed) - University of Sao Paulo USP. Brazil.
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International Art Residency. Gludsted, Denmark

Curator
2017-2018
2018-2019

Saphira & Ventura Art Gallery. Sao Paulo, Brazil.
FINART - Festival Internacional de Artes Grá cas. Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Teaching
CLIPPING
2020-2020
2018-2019
2012-2017
2017
2016
2014
2014
2014
2014
2006
2005-2007
2005-2014
2002
2002

Professor of Drawing and Art History. Laureate Universities. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Painting professor. Santa Marcelina University. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Professor of Indigenous Art. Laureate Universities. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Painting workshop for kids. Bosque Maia. Guarulhos, Brazil.
Urban Arts Course. Caza+. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Open air drawings Course. SESC Interlagos. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Watercolor for kids Workshop. Gludsted, Denmark.
Sculptures for kids Workshop. Gludsted, Denmark.
Painting workshop for indigenous kids (Kayapó). Alto Paraíso de Goias. Brazil.
Course Organization. I Brazilian Forum of Phenomenology. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Bradesco Foundation Teacher of Arts. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Philosophy of Art Teacher. Existential Psychotherapy. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Lecturer: Art as Transcendence for the Human Soul . I Brazilian Congress for
Spirituality and Clinical Practice. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Sculpture Workshop. UNIEXPO 2002. Sao Paulo. Brazil.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3JlCMb2y1o
https://vejasp.abril.com.br/cultura-lazer/evandro-angerami-pinturas/
http://dasartes.com/agenda/evandro-angerami-andrea-rehder-arte-contemporanea/
https://metabox.zone/sem-titulo-evandro-angerami/
http://www.noticiasemportugues.co.uk/texto-diario/mostrar/480906/londres-ganha-murais-feitos-artista-brasileiro
https://acontece.com/z/3868-a-arte-em-metamorfose-com-o-universo

